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I. INTRODUCTION 

The transverse momentum distribution of a highly virtual yje 
, of mass M produced in hadronic collision» at high energy 
is an important test of theoretical ideas on the production mechanism* 
In the classical Drell-Yan model flj based on the parton picture, the 
outgoing o which materializes into a lepton pair, comes from a quark-
antiquark annihilation and it has a small transverse momentum result
ing from the "primordial" transverse momentum of the constituents 
inside the incoming hadrons, In contrast, one observes that the *> 
are produced with a large transverse momentum pj, [2j and this experi
mental fact is interpreted in pprturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCP) 
as an evidence for the emission of hard gluons carrying a large Pj_ 
which must balance that of the V . First order QCP calculations [3j 
gave a reasonable description of the pj. spectrum but these attempts 
must face, at least, two main difficulties» Firstly, since the cross 

-2 
section diverges like p^ for small p±. , due to infrared singula
rities, one has to regularise with an adhor infrared rut-off before 
applying this approach for p^ < î GeV/c. In this region one should 
use explicit asymptotic resumingtion formulae [4j which are promising) 
more precisely one must include the effects of soft gluon emission 
f5 I which somehow improve the agreement of the p. distribution 
with the data . Secondly, for cross sections integrated over the fe». 
spectrum, if the structure functions of the constituents are known 
from deep inelastic scattering data one can predict the absolute 
normalization of the cross section, but the prediction fails by 
roughly a factor of two [6]. This discrepancy is due to the impor
tance of next-to-leading logarithms which have been calculated in 
several recent papers [7J . 11 *as found that these terms are typically 
as large as BOSS, so clearly it becomes hard to legitimate the validity 
of perturbative expansion in QCD, unless one can produce a strong 

It is surprising to note that in ref.^sj the data quoted are still 
40/S below the final experimental results from ref. fzj. 
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argument to handle higher-order leans as suggested by J«rpr infrared 
effects [8j. In addition to these hitihcr-ordcr contributions, there »re 
also hipher-twist OCT) terms, associated with coherem-c effects of 
hhdronic bound states, which intreduce a further complication in 
the detailed interpretation of the data. A direct consequence of 
these effects is the fact that, in the reaction Tî~ N — > e X, the 
virtuaJ photon ft has a longitudinal polarization when its longi
tudinal momentum fraction approaches +1 fol. This ÎK in agreement 
with experimental observation [lOJ. More progress rem;;ins to be 
done before claiming one tins a reliable confirmation of the success 
of perturbativc QCP from Jcpton pair production data, so we wish 
to propose, a different t-heoretir.il framework to study this specific 
aspect of hadronic collisions. We shall adopt an approach based on 
the Massive Quark Model (MOM) which has been proposed several years 
ago |_11J. In this physical picture, confinement of hadronic consti
tuents is built in from the beginning b> imposing that hadronic 
matter can be found only in finite space-time regions. This bag 
model which is distinct from the so-called MIT b;tg model L 1 2 ] ' 
becomes more specific when combined with geomet rodynamica) princi
ples and yields, in particular, the spectrum of luidronir states 
lying approximately on linear Rcjzee trajectories [l.Vj , Havinc 
constructed these «states, one is able to describe their interact
ions by means of weak and electromagnetic currents coupled directly 
to quarks and to give a satisfactory description of fundamental 
processes like deep inelastic phenomena U 4 ; 15, 16]. Some aspects 
of lepton pair production have also been analyxed recently in the 
MQM but transverse momentum distributions were ignored 1*171* 

)i>j! paper i? organized as follows. In Section 2 we will 
consider the notion of fire sausage which plays a central role in 
large p A physics and we will, discuss its main properties. Section 
3 is devoted to the explicit calculation of the p x spectrum 
within the assumptions of the MQM. Our results will be compared 
with experimental data for p and w" induced reactions on nuclear 
targets in Section 4* We shall also give predictions for the reac
tion pp -* at SPS energies. Concluding remarks will be made 
in Section s. 
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Z. THE FIRE SAUSAGE : DEFINITION AND IIASIC PR0I»KRT1KS 

In high energy reactions where high mass hadronic states 

are produced, the concept of fire sausage (FS) is very roJcvant 

for the description of the structure of finaJ states [18.19] and 

aslo, as we will see, for the calculation of the p A spectrum 

in lepton pair production. In this section we shall briefly recall 

what is a FS and we shall discuss its main properties. 

Let us first ronsidrr the wave function T(t*/**\ ; *f/ of 
_ "*B 

a qq ay stem of total four-inoiticnrum p where x and x are 
°, q 

the coordinates of the quark q and of the antiquark q. In the 

MQM approach one imposes on j the three following requirements : 

i) translation invariance 

ii) quark confinement in a finite space-time "bag" region 

iii) free quark motion at short distances 

*f is therefore'a function of x - x - x̂ - and its Fourier transform, 

i.e. the wave function in momentum space of mesons of hiçh mass 

M is given by 

t*eM= **MJ*[tlfr&M*ln"»'ffl y/Wj (.) 

where p, » p/2.+ k, Pr •* p/2 - k , •(. is the orbital angular 

momentum of the qq" system and *i\» is the radial quantum number• 

R is related to the radius of the mesonic bap and from the low 

mass meson families one obtains R5f 2 GcV njj . For large 

masses, the spectrum is characterized by the relation 

A» V J 

so one obtains an infinite set of linear and parallel Rpgge trajec

tories without odd daughters. The function d.t (.£•/ is 5 "fat 

function" which becomes a Dirpr o function in the limit where R 

<;oes to infinity . /^ (&$} i-' » normalised spherical harmonic 

A very simple expression for this function is £ % l3j- — **** * $" 
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depending on the angular variables of K • Finally N^^<M) is 
a normalization factor depending on the mass and spin of the qq 
system. When one couples this meson to the electromagnetic current, 
N ^ A C M ) can be calculated by imposing the normalisation of the 
meson charge form factor at zero momentum transfer. In this proce
dure one must consider two contributions to the form factor as 
shown in fig. 1. The first term (Fig. la) is the vector-meson 
coupling where one uses J* -dominance and the second term (Fig. lb) 
is the direct coupling of the current to quarks. As a result of 
this calculation fl3l * o n e finds that for a given high mass value 
M, all the meson states such that •£>-£© with X» = M/m* . m> 
being the P mass, have a smal] wave function. In other words, qq 
states with large nnguJar mementum arc suppressed and this is a 
naturaJ expectation if strong interactions have a finite range. 
From the meson states such that JL •£ -to one can construct the 
following superposition of wave functions 

where the sum over /H, must take eq.(2) into account. 

Such a coherent tie sonic state, called a fire sausage (FS) 
characterized by the direction ^ e , describes a universal cylin-
dric structure produced in all high energy collisions. A FS is not 
stable and shortly after it is produced it will decay into states 
whose properties are determined by the three-meson vertex which 
appeared already in fig- la. The dominant decay mode is fij, iftj 

F 5*-* F S * + Hv <4> 

i.e. a high mass FS produces another high mass FS and a low mass 
meson My. The iteration of this transition mode leads to the 
picture where one gets a linear decay chain of the initial highly 
excited state. The transition amplitude can be calculated explicitly 
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from the meson wave function*, and from the three-meson vertex. If 

one considers the special case where the FS is made of light quarks 

and the produced low mass meson My is a vector meson, the decay 

distribution is characterised by [loi 

K I * ; = * * i**-*)i+-x) >P(X-^) (5) 

n. is a normalisation factor determined from the decay width, and 

x = 2Eu/M where E r t is the energy of the vector meson My 

and M the mass of the jnii i.>J FS. H'e are neglecting the trans

verse momentum of the vector1 meson M „ with respect to the direct-

ion of the initial FS . At any step in the decay chain there 

is a non vanishing "tilting" probability that the FS roliâtes by 

an angle 0 and continues its canonical linear decay chain in the 

new direction. The probability for tilting a FS of large mass H 

bv an angle 0 is. in the rest frame of the FS, 

w 
ÂO- •= U*£l * - + *jy A —n 

n* ft 1 

where (HI*) is the total width of the FS and we shall take as in 

ref.fl9] (Mr>~ 4 CeV? When the angle • is different from xero 

the first term dominates over the second one for large values of 

H and it goes like 1/M*. 

The decay and the tilt of a FS are the main dynamical 

inputs cne invokes, in the framework of the MQM, to describe the 

origin of jets in e*e~ annihilation Fl9j or multiparticle events 

at large p^.For studying transverse momentum distributions in ' 

lepton pair production, we will use the same ingredients in addi

tion to the probability for producing a FS which is related to 

the structure functions measured in deep inelastic scattering. 

FT This approximation will be justified in our case since according 
to ref.fi0! the average p x of the produced vector meson is 

<fPl>^ °-45 CeV. 
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3. THE p A SPKCTRUM 

Let us consider the prorrss 

where a massive Jcpton pair (t * ) of was s H is produced with 

transverse momentum n. and rapidity y » The cross section ~., , •• I 

for this reaction, at a fixed value of y , is calculated in the ° * « 

MQM by «cans of the two diagrams depicted in Fig. 2. The two hadrons 

II4 and hz are emitting a quark and an antiquark which make the 

initia] FS. This FS vil3 decay according to (4) but, as mentioned 

above, it bas a certain probability to tilt by an angle & 

this probability be»ne large when the mass of the FS is small 

(see eq.(6)). The quark 0 and the antiquark q of the FS before 

tilting carry the longitudinal momentum fractions x^ and x z and 

the transverse momenta p- and p- . After tilting the FS has a 

last dçcay step where it produces the time like photon giving the 

observed iepton pair (t +• ) and a vector meson which is assumed 

to have no transverse momentum and a longitudinal momentum fraction 

x » Two diagrams appear in Fig. 2 because for symmetry reasons one 

should be able to permute the vector meson and the photon. 

According to the HQH rules the diagram in Fig. 2a gives 

the following contribution to the crass section at a fired value 

of the rapidity* y of the photon tf v 1 £ M g»» ai. 

where 

(9) 
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The first factors in eq.(8) an* very Ernpr.il of inclusive product

ion of the ) pair through a virtu.il photo» and involve obvious 

kinematic and color factors. llefore we di.scuss, in more details, 

the function F-r in eq.(9) and how to calculate it T let us first 

make some comments on the normalization of the cross section which 

is completely fixed by ^ and F. (M ) as in rcf.fl7j • The 

factor ft can be evaluated by assuming Pomeron-dominnnrr in 

the hndronic tensor t*ytr - It is also related to the ratio It in 

e*"e~ annihilation and in the MOM £13] one has ^ = T/4 whereas 

in the parton model K - 1. As we have seen-above <see fig. 1), 

the coupling of a real photon to the qq pair involves two terms. 

This is also the case for a timclikc photon, so the usual direct 

coupling which occurs in Fig. 2 will be multiplied by the ampli

tude 

The function F.(M ), which appears in the cross section <cq.(8)), 

is the modulus square of A(M \ 

where M* is a scale parameter whose value is M^ = 5 GeV for 

best agreement with the data. 

Let us now come back to F - defined by equation (9). 
ft " 

For the structure functions f. we assume the following para-

metrisation 

- ^ r « t . . . . . . . . 

( H ) £ W ; - £ « ^ V < v tÂ«i,ï; 

where the f ;(x) are the structure functions extracted from the 
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MQH analysis of deep inelastic scattering [l4, 15] that we shall 
give in Appendix I. 

In (11) wo have assumed a simple form for the trans
verse momentum distribution of partons inside the KS. The KS being 
a universal hadronic structure the mean transverse momentum can be 
extracted from the Monte-Carlo analysis of the FS decay in e Hc~ 
annihilation. It is found that this mran value grows linearly with 
the logarithm of the center of mass energy of the initial qq pair. 
So for the reaction <7^ with total squared energy s we have s 

where x"- and T= are the average energy fractions carried by 
q and q which depend on the parent hadrons. A reasonable choice 
from present knowledge of hadron structure is 

V - % , *J • i < , 5 ) 

v"" ** _ i. 
*1 • *l " 3 

From e e~ annihilation [20 ] b is equal to 0.15 CeV. The intrin
sic average transverse momentum a is taken equal to 0.24 GeV, a 
value which is independent of the initial hadrons. The determination 
of /* which appears in eq.(M) follows immediately from the know
ledge of eq.(IZ). 

The tilting probability ASL „ is normalized in such 
a way that by integrating the cross-section over pj, one recovers 
the well known scaling law for M A£. . 

*"* W 
The explicit expression of the Dlrac function i f ^ " ( K + K / J , 

where Q is the quadrimomentum of the massive photon and p'(resp. p£) 
is the quadrinomentum of the quark (resp. antiquark), will be given 
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in Appendix 2 . This qundridJiftcnsion.-.) Dirac junction alJows UN to 

eliminate some of the in tegrat ions which appear in (9 ) . From A.2.7 

and A.2.8, we can integrate over p- and p-s and from A.2.6 and 

A.2.9 over x^ and x f t whose values are 

* « * f a . * » • • ) ( , 4 > 

Finally it remains to integrate.over x and cos 0 in a certain 

kinematic domain obtained from the requirements 0 g x* 4 1. After 

some calculations eq. (9) becomes 

rX 
F In H WLst*™** *l*)Umfjà2. -iLt!*-——-

2 

where 

J A - * (i+ws*;3I+f'*- 4(*-«>*vJ* 

1„ is the seroth order Besseî function of imaginary argument. 

x is the naxima) energy fraction carried by the vector meson 

in the last step of the FS decay : 

U , A- i±J±ajJ2 

The diagram in Fig. 2b gives a contribution to F ;(M, y, p±) 

analogous to eq. (<5) but the values of x* and x £ are in this 
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est se s 

x* , s- ! °'* Q- ) 
*• . (s l a- xt x «»" / 

Wc have now everything to compute the p^ spec I rum for 
the reaction of en.(7). Of course the expression for F is not 
a simple one and to evaluate the cross-section we wil} have to 
perfora the last two integrations by computer. 
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4. RESULTS AND COMPARISON WIT» KXFKRIHKNTAL DATA 

We have compared our results with experimental data 

obtained from proton beans on piatiniwn targets [2] (CFS coJlabora-

tion) and negative pions on platinium targets fall (CERN-NA* 

collaboration). The fart that the target is a complex i.ucJci 

requires the use of the structure functions of both protons and 

neutrons with the appropriate ratio* 

*ln the case of the OFS »\<pcriment we have calculated 

the invariant cross section at a fixed «-apidity y by integrat

ing the equation (8) over several run*** bins divided by the factor 

H . In Fig- 3 we show our p x spectrum for 0"> " 0-03 and 

p. . s 400 GeV/c. The agreement of the theoretical curves with the 

data for each mass bin (from Ç to 32 GeVl is very pood both in 

shape and normalisation for the who Te p x range, '"ins. 4 and 5 

exhibit the same comparison at different p. . and ^ y > and show 

an equally good agreement between theory and experiment. 

In the case of The NAJî collaboration the cross section 

data shown in Fig. 6 is 4- •** V- where one has integrated 
fei. Ah + yi 

over the rapidity range of the experiment -0.4 si y ^ 1.2. To 
compare with these data we have calculated the expression 

=3. É ii_i |-»e where A M is the maf-r interval and we have 

checked that the integration in the above rapidity range of the cross 
J* <T" 

section ." is well approximated by its vaJue at v = 0. As 

shown on Fig. 6 the theory i*> in fairiy gc<jd agreement with the data 

on a rather large p x interval. However the «^leoretical curves are 

slightly above the data points but for a better comparison it would 

be more suitable to have the invariant cross-section e jTÛ \ 

in small rapidity bins as in the case of the CFS collaboration. 

**'Althougïi data from ref. \_2^ are given in a finite rapidity 

range it is possible to define a mean rapidity 4y > for each 

energ7 of the beam. 
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There ore also some JSH data f22j on the p^ distribu
tion which are of course less accurate than the fixed target data 
previously mentioned. At- these very high energies, we predict 
from eq.(12) a lower slope, of the p_j_ spectrum in agreement. 
witii experimental observation. 

Needless to say that antiproton induced reactions arc 
also extremely important to test the mechanism of lept.on pair 
production. There arc already some indications about the size of 
the cross section H «Mf D U t nothing about the p A spectrum. 
Several experiments will be undertaken in the near future and we 
given in Fig. 7 the prediction of our model in the case of pp 
collisions at V»" = 22.5 CeV for several, mass bins which will be 
soon accessible (j£3j* 
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5- CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This study of the pĵ  dependence of Jepton pair product
ion in hadronic collisions shows the success of the MOM and the 
usefulness of the concept of FS. In this theoretical framework 
we- have seen that one can relate simply lepion pair production 
with deep JneJastic scattering and c e~ annihilation. 

The correct normalisation of the cross section results 
/"rom the simple frnctixm K<M ) which generates very small 
scaling violations. In portnrfcative QCD such a factor has to cone 
from 3'jrge infrared corrections and there are some attempts [8J 
to evaluate these effects which involve rather painful calculations. 

The p x distribution predicted from the decay of the FS 
came out in good agreement with the data and there is no spécial 
prohlem for low p x unlike in perturbative QC.n . The p x of 
the lepton pair in the MQM lias n large component coming from the 
decay of the FS which is c.lc.irly understood and a small component 
from the tilting of the FS. In perturbative 0C1) < p x> has a small -
component from the hard gluon emission. So this requires a very 
large non perturbative component which remains to be explained. 
Of course pp reactions will be a en-da J test both for the MQM 
and perturbative QCD. 

The low p x distribution of lepton pair production can be 
related tc inclusive hndron production as shown in ref.[24j> 
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APPKNDIK 1 -

We give in this appendix the structure functions we have 
used for the calculation of the p A spectrin in eq.(ll). ' 

We take for mcJeons 

fj« ' fa- ' * * -* —j=— 

and for mesons 

1 • SX 

s ix * 

3x 
with the following values for the parameters : 
of. « M i l ) Ac O-Ol 

Note that this paramctrisation is a refined version of the one adopted 
in ref.[l4J in order to describe correctly low Q SLAC data on nuclear 
targets. 
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APPENDIX 2 -

KiNEHATICS OF THE REACTION 

Ve consider a Fire Sausage FS made of a quark-antiquark 

pair whose fractions of longitudinal momentum are x , x_> and 

transverse momentum p , p . We define the quadrimomeistum of quark 

and antiquark as : 

(A.2.I) 

s is the center of mass energy of the incident hadrons. 

in the fpiJoking we use the notations : t , « fi Xj , tj r (J Xj 

Making a boost such that the fire sausage FS is at rest, we 

obtain for the quark proponents (in the approximation P f , Ï P L. p„ ) 

(A.2.2) 

ft-4 
«Ï -4 
for t>ie antiquark components 
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ft-4 
<».2.3» 

Ï- - 21 
1 i 

In the FS rest frame we choose P L along the s . axis, and we tilt 

the FS by a set of angles 6 , s?* . The new components of the 

quark are : 

\>\$ - ~ r > **<>*«"** " • f 1^ *»°* (A.2.4) 

where 

Jv -" v K« + h* 
For the antiquark we change q-e»q. 

Let us suppose that the vector meson is emitted by the 

quark longitudinally and it carries a fraction x of its momentum. 

The resulting, components of the quark are 

(A.2.'.) 

After '.laving tilted the FS and emitted the vector meson, we make 

a b^ost to put the FS in its original frame, the new components 

n\ e s 

.A.2.6) 

(A.2.7) 
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P* . -S. e we* + Pt tz-y) FS » "A B «"- + i (*-*/ (A.Z.8) 

P« * £ [2-X)- *. fi USD* f* J l 2 l U 2.9) 

If we set P = Pj •» p' < we get an explicit expression for 

j'^fa - ( K *)V)') involved in Eq.(9). 
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- FICHUE CAPTIONS -

Fig. 1 The two coupling* of a meson M to the photon 
a) The vector-meson coupling with J» -dominance 
b) The direct coupling 

Fig* 2 The two MQM diagrams for Jepton pair production. 

Fig. 3 The invariant cross section versus r x at P. , = 400 CeV/c 
and ^ y > - 0.-03 <d.i'.. from rcf .[2]>. 

Fig. 4 The invariant cross section versus VL at P. . = 300 OeV/c 
and o > - 0-2 (data from r e f . [ 2 l ) . 

Fig. S The invariant cross section versus r x at P, . = 200 GeV/c 
a n d / y > * 0 . 4 (data from r e f . f î ] ) . 

Fig. 6 The cross section 4 ,, • versus P, at P. . = ISO GeV/c 
(data from r e f . [ 2 l j ) . 

Fig. 7 Prediction of the invariant cross section versus P A 

in pp co l l i s ions at vTs" = 22.5 GeV and < y > = O.S. 
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